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Seeking a position at a reputable company that offers a compensation package that 
is consistent with abilities. Acknowledging that plan to make significant contributions 
toward the achievement of all company goals.

EXPERIENCE

Trim Carpenter ll
ABC Corporation - 2001 – 2007

 Installed interior trim package which included base, crown and vanity 
tops, handrails and balusters.

 Assist expeditor in laying out building sites, according to prints when 
needed.

 learned to cut and install trim set windows and also received a raise 
while there cause of my fast learning skills.

 Completed carpentry and installation of interior baseboard, door, and 
window trim Installed interior jamb, door.

 Responsible for initial assessments, as well as follow up assessment, 
for patients;

 Prepare individual treatment plans for each assigned patient;
 Ensure all documentation regarding patient care, treatment and 

incidents is completed timely and in a clear, concise manner;

Trim Carpenter ll 
ABC Corporation - 1996 – 2001

 Cut edging for corner walls, and cut slats to go over where two 
drywall sheets meet.

 cut base boards and ceiling trim.
 cut trim around doors and windows.
 Helped other guys out in between mobile homes being moved.
 Skills Used always kept busy.
 before mobile homes we`re being moved, I would clean the floors of 

any debris laying around and helped the door guy carrying his doors 
to the selected mobiles homes..

 This is Dummy Description data, Replace with job description relevant
to your current role.

EDUCATION

 BS
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SKILLS

 Ms. Word, Ms. Office, Outlook, Office: Word, Powerpoint, Photoshop, Photography, 
Sales, Typing, Windows.
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